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False 
Belief 
Task

Wise Man 
Test (n)

Deafening 
Test

Torture 
Boots Test

Ultimate 
Sifter

Infinitary 
False Belief 

Task

Cutting-Edge 
AI Yes Yes No No No ?

Zombies Yes Yes Yes Yes No ?

Human 
Persons

(s-conscious!
p-conscious!)

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Floridi’s Continuum (augmented), and Claims
(“Consciousness, Agents, and the Knowledge Game” Minds & Machines)



Cracking False-Belief Tasks ...
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SNARK-USER 14 > 
(in-immature-scenario 
  (prove '(t-retrieve subject
                      teddybear
                      ?c)
         :answer '(looks-in ?c)))

(Refutation
(Row 1
   (or (not (person ?x)) (not (object ?y)) 
(not (container ?z)) (not (in ?y ?z)) 
(bel-in ?x ?y ?z))
   assertion)
(Row 2
   (or (not (person ?x))
       (not (container ?y))
       (not (object ?z))
       (not (w-retrieve ?x ?z))
       (not (bel-in ?x ?z ?y))
       (t-retrieve ?x ?z ?y))
   assertion)
(Row 4
   (person subject)
   assertion)
(Row 6
   (container c2)
   assertion)
(Row 7
   (object teddybear)
   assertion)
(Row 8

   (in teddybear c2)
   assertion)
(Row 9
   (w-retrieve subject teddybear)
   assertion)
(Row 10
   (not (t-retrieve subject teddybear ?x))
   negated_conjecture
   Answer (looks-in ?x))
(Row 11
   (or (not (person ?x)) (bel-in ?x 
teddybear c2))
   (rewrite (resolve 1 8) 6 7))
(Row 25
   (bel-in subject teddybear c2)
   (resolve 11 4))
(Row 28
   (t-retrieve subject teddybear c2)
   (rewrite (resolve 2 25) 9 7 6 4))
(Row 30
   false
   (resolve 10 28)
   Answer (looks-in c2)))

:PROOF-FOUND

SNARK-USER 15 > (answer t)
(LOOKS-IN C2)



SNARK-USER 12 > 
(in-mature-scenario 
  (prove '(t-retrieve subject 
                      teddybear
                      ?c)
         :answer '(looks-in ?c)))

(Refutation
(Row 1
   (or (not (person ?x))
       (not (container ?y))
       (not (object ?z))
       (not (w-retrieve ?x ?z))
       (not (bel-in ?x ?z ?y))
       (t-retrieve ?x ?z ?y))
   assertion)
(Row 2
   (or (not (person ?x)) (not (object ?
y)) (not (container ?z)) (not (p-in ?x ?y 
?z)) (bel-in ?x ?y ?z))
   assertion)
(Row 4
   (person subject)
   assertion)
(Row 5
   (container c1)
   assertion)
(Row 7
   (object teddybear)
   assertion)
(Row 8
   (p-in subject teddybear c1)

   assertion)
(Row 9
   (w-retrieve subject teddybear)
   assertion)
(Row 10
   (not (t-retrieve subject teddybear ?
x))
   negated_conjecture
   Answer (looks-in ?x))
(Row 11
   (bel-in subject teddybear c1)
   (rewrite (resolve 2 8) 5 7 4))
(Row 25
   (t-retrieve subject teddybear c1)
   (rewrite (resolve 1 11) 9 7 5 4))
(Row 26
   false
   (resolve 10 25)
   Answer (looks-in c1))
)

:PROOF-FOUND

SNARK-USER 13 > (answer t)
(LOOKS-IN C1)



“The present account of the false belief transition is incomplete in 
important ways.  After all, our agent had only to choose the best of 
two known models. This begs an understanding of the dynamics of 
rational revision near threshold and when the space of possible 
models is far larger.  Further, a single formal model ought ultimately 
to be applicable to many false belief tasks, and to reasoning about 
mental states more generally.  Several components seem necessary 
to extend a particular theory of mind into such a framework theory:  
a richer representation for the propositional content and attitudes 
in these tasks, extension of the implicit quantifier over trials to one 
over situations and people, and a broader view of the probability 
distributions relating mental state variables.  Each of these is an 
important direction for future research.”

“Intuitive Theories of Mind: A Rational Approach to False Belief”
Goodman et al.
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Done. Done.



Cracking Wise Man Tests ...
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Proof from WM3
Proposition:  I have a white fez.

Proof:  Remember as a first fact that we all know that at least 
one of us has a white fez.  When the first wise man says that he 
doesn't know, I immediately know that either WM2 has a white 
fez, or I do, or both of us does.  I know this because if neither of 
us has a whilte fez, WM1 would have said immediately that in 
light of our first fact, he has a white fez.  My next piece of info 
comes from what WM2 says; he says that he is also ignorant.  
Now, if he had seen no white fez on my head, he would have 
immediately said "I have a white fez!"  (He would have said this 
because after WM1 spoke, he carried out the same reasoning I 
did, and hence ruled out the (WM2-bf & WM3-bf) permutation.)  
But this isn't what he said.  Hence, I do have a white fez on my 
head.  QED



Diagrammatic Version of Reasoning in WMP3 

(pov of truly wise man; easy for rational humans)



Diagrammatic Version of Reasoning in WMP3 

(pov of truly wise man; easy for rational humans)

In both cases a white fez (= black dot)!



Arkoudas-Proved-Sound Algorithm for 
Generating Proof-Theoretic Solution to WMPn

All our 
human-
authored 
proofs 
machine-
checked.



“Life and Death” Wise Man Test (3)

* Again:  Object-level reasoning, reasoning that produces object-level reasoning (e.g., 
methods), and direct, “dirty,” purely computational procedures.
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Now, harder ...
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Floridi’s “Ultimate (s- and p-
consciousness) Sifter”

?
?

?
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Wise man B



?
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innocuouspoison

Poison pill strikes the taker dumb.
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“Have you been struck dumb?  
As always:  Prove it!”

?
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“Have you been struck dumb?”

?
?

?

Heaven knows!

Wise man A

Wise man C

Wise man B



Two possibilities:

Subsequent silence:  failure/death.

Or ...



?
?

?

NO!!

Wise man A

Wise man C

Wise man B



“Had I taken the dumbing tablet I would not have 
been able to report orally my state of ignorance 
about my dumb/non-dumb state, but I have been, 
and I know that I have been, as I have heard myself 
speaking and saw the guard reacting to my speaking, 
but this (my oral report) is possible only if I did not 
take the dumbing tablet, so I know I know I am in 
the non-dumb state, hence I know that ...”

—Luciano Floridi



??

?

h

h�,⇡i h↵, argument/proof i

Contrarian view on animal minds in Nat. Geo.:
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/2008/03/animal-minds/virginia-morell-text

http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/2008/03/animal-minds/virginia-morell-text
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http://kryten.mm.rpi.edu/SBringsjord_etal_self-con_robots_kg4_0601151615NY.pdf

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MceJYhVD_xY

http://kryten.mm.rpi.edu/SBringsjord_etal_self-con_robots_kg4_0601151615NY.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MceJYhVD_xY
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Infinitary False Belief Task

http://kryten.mm.rpi.edu/PRES/COGSCI2019/infinitaryfalsebeliefprezCogSci2019.key

http://kryten.mm.rpi.edu/PRES/COGSCI2019/infinitaryfalsebeliefprezCogSci2019.key
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Refutation of:  Cognitive Attack 

If humans are as described in this thesis, then they 
can solve the forthcoming cognitive problems.

But humans can’t solve the problems in question.

R

Therefore:
Sorry Selmer & company, your thesis      is false.R

Some humans can’t, at present, solve the problems in 
question — & as it turns out, AIs can do surprisingly 
well, at least until we get to the infinite case.

FALSE

FALSE

If humans are as described in R, then humans 
can, given sufficient training, etc., eventually 
solve the cognitive problems in question.


